QUAD – Road of Dubrovnik / VIA RAGUSA
Drive AVT Quads via old Dubrovnicki road
NO OVERNIGHT

Price: 40,00 €
This tour can be organized at any time of the day. It is possible to take a tour in the morning
before rafting or other activities, or after the afternoon activities. A special attraction is the sunset
over the canyon and return to the Rafting Center in the dark

Offer schedule
In this package of quad riding we visit the lower part of the Tara Canyon, the canyon Sipcanica,
lookouts over the river Tara where many rafting boats pass, and come down from the top of the
canyon all the way to the river Tara. The tour of the canyon of Tara goes along the right slopes of
the canyon, the former route of the Dubrovnik road connecting Dubrovnik with the hinterland.
During the tour we will have a look at Piva mountain, Monastery Zagradje-endowment of Herzeg
Scepan and the Herzeg’s capital Soko grad by whom this whole area was named Herzegovina.
All the time you are accompanied by our guide so make sure to follow his instructions.
The tour lasts approximately 2 hours.
The price of the tour is: 40€ per person (80€ for one quad). If one person rides a quad, the price
is 70€.
The price includes all taxes, fuel and other costs.

Menu
Breakfast day 1:THIS OFFER DOES NOT INCLUDE MEALS.

Notice






The person who rides a quad must be at least 17 years old.
The person who rides an ATV quad must have a valid driving license.
The second passenger on the ATV quad must be at least 12 years old and with parents.
We reserve the right to assess whether a person has a minimum of physical fitness for
the ride.
You will ride ATV vehicles at your own risk, and the organizer is not responsible for any
consequences.

